For the multiterminal secret key agreement problem under a private source model, it is known that the maximum key rate, i.e., the secrecy capacity, can be achieved through communication for omniscience, but the omniscience strategy can be strictly suboptimal in terms of minimizing the public discussion rate. While a single-letter characterization is not known for the minimum discussion rate needed for achieving the secrecy capacity, we derive single-letter lower bounds that yield some simple conditions for omniscience to be discussion-rate optimal. These conditions turn out to be enough to deduce the optimality of omniscience for a large class of sources, including the hypergraphical sources. We also extend our results to more general class of multiterminal sources with helpers and silent users.
I. INTRODUCTION
W E CONSIDER the secret key agreement problem of [1] , possibly with trusted and untrusted helpers, as well as silent users as in [2] . Two or more users want to agree on a secret key after observing some discrete memoryless correlated private sources that take values from finite alphabet sets. The users are allowed to discuss (possibly interactively) with other users publicly over a noiseless authenticated broadcast channel. After the discussion, each active user (who is not a helper) attempts to compute a common secret key that is asymptotically uniformly random and independent of the public discussion as well as the private sources of the untrusted helpers. The maximum achievable key rate is called the secrecy capacity C S , and the minimum public discussion rate required to achieve the capacity is called the communication complexity R S . While C S was characterized in [1] , a singleletter characterization for R S remains open, and is the main focus of this work.
For the general source model with possibly trusted helpers, it was shown in [1] that R S can be upper bounded by the smallest rate R CO of communication for omniscience (CO), the state where every active user can asymptotically recover the entire private source. More precisely, the proposed capacity-achieving scheme is through omniscience, i.e., by having users communicate in public until every user recovers the entire private source and then extract a common secret key as a function of the recovered source that is asymptotically independent of the public discussion. While this omniscience strategy was shown to be capacity-achieving, it was also pointed out in [1] to be suboptimal in the sense that strict inequality R S < R CO is possible.
For the general source model with two users but no helpers, there is a multi-letter characterization of R S in [3] . An example was also given where non-interactive discussion, i.e., the usual independent source coding scheme over a source network [4] , was shown to be suboptimal. When the number of discussion rounds is bounded, such a characterization becomes a singleletter expression. Mukherjee et al. [5] extended the framework of [3] to the multiterminal case and obtained a lower bound on R S . The lower bound is a multi-letter expression even when the number of rounds is bounded. A special hypergraphical private source model [6] was also considered in [7] in the multi-user case but without helpers, and R S was characterized when the discussion is non-asymptotic (one-shot) and restricted to be linear functions of the sources over a finite field. However, the expression was NP-hard to compute, and it was shown to be a loose upper bound for R S in the asymptotic model [7] .
In this work, we consider a different question that turns out to be easier to address than the problem of characterizing R S : When is omniscience optimal for achieving secrecy capacity, i.e., when is R S = R CO ? This question was raised in [8] in the no-helper case, and a sufficient condition for the optimality of omniscience was given in the special case of the pairwise independent network (PIN) model defined in [9] and [10] . The sufficient condition was later shown to be necessary in [5] . However, the result does not apply to more general source models beyond PIN, such as the hypergraphical model. Moreover, the problem formulation in [5] precludes additional randomization in the public discussion; it was conjectured (but not proved) there that randomization does not affect R S .
In this work, we overcome the above weaknesses through the following contributions. Our main focus remains the gen-eral source model without helpers and silent users, for which we single-letterize the lower bound on R S studied in [5] , with private randomization allowed at the terminals. This singleletterization then allows us to derive a simple condition to test whether R S = R CO . In fact, we show using the idea of decremental secret key agreement [11] , [12] that this condition turns out to be necessary to ensure R S = R CO for the hypergraphical source. However, the necessity of this condition no longer extends to more general sources, which we illustrate using an example. We then look at multiterminal sources with helpers, both trusted and untrusted, and silent users. We show that secret key capacity can still be achieved in this scenario through a communication for omniscience, thereby unifying the results of Csiszár and Narayan [1] and Gohari and Anantharam [2] . We would like to point out that our result is not a simple juxtaposition of the results in [1] and [2] . According to [1] , every untrusted helper is supposed to reveal its entire source. However, our scheme requires the untrusted helpers to communicate in such a way that every active user can recover the source of all the untrusted users together. Therefore, this scheme does not necessitate each untrusted helper to reveal its source entirely, thereby lowering the communication rates. In fact, we demonstrate using examples that the minimum rate of communication for omniscience can be strictly lower than the one obtained through a simple juxtaposition of the schemes in [1] and [2] . We note that like the case without helpers and silent users, the lower bound to R S and the condition to check whether R S = R CO holds for the setting involving helpers and silent users with added technicalities. Specifically for the case with silent users and without untrusted helpers we are able to strengthen our lower bounds on R S through a new characterization of the secret key capacity. The lower bounds can be further stregthened when restricted to hypergraphical sources, and we are able to derive a necessary and sufficient condition for R S = R CO to hold. Finally, we illustrate a class of techniques, which we call change of scenario, to obtain lower and upper bounds on R S and whenever possible to translate them to conditions for checking whether R S = R CO .
The paper is organized as follows. We begin by introducing the multiterminal source model without helpers and silent users in Section II, and review some of the known results. Single-letter lower bounds to R S and a condition for checking whether R S = R CO is included in Section III. Extensions of our results to the case with helpers and silent users are provided in Section IV. Section V summarizes the results in this paper and highlights the open problems. Some of the more technical proofs are presented in the appendices.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section we shall introduce the problem of secret key generation in the multiterminal source model. We shall restrict our attention to the scenario without helpers and silent users. The case involving helpers and silent users is treated in Section IV.
Before proceeding, a word on the notation. We use N and R to denote the set of natural numbers and real numbers respectively. For any m ∈ N, we define the notation [m] := {1, 2, . . . , m}. For any finite set A, we shall use R A to denote the set R × R × . . . × R |A| times . Given any vector r A = (r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r |A| ), and any B ⊆ A, we define r B := (r i | i ∈ B) and r (B) := i∈B r i .
Let V be the ordered finite set of all users, where |V | ≥ 2. Unless stated otherwise, we assume V = [|V |]. The users have access to a private (discrete memoryless multiple) source denoted by the random vector
which is assumed to be finite. Note that, for notational convenience, we use capital letter in sans serif font for random variables and the same capital letter in the usual math italic font for the alphabet sets. P Z V denotes the joint distribution of Z i 's. The users discuss in public until they can recover a secret key of their choice that is secured against a wiretapper who can listen to the public discussion. The protocol can be divided into the following phases for ease of exposition:
Secret key agreement protocol
. . , Z in ) of its private source Z i for some block length n. • Private randomization: Each user i ∈ V generates a random variable U i independent of the private source, i.e.,
For convenience, we let
be the entire private observation of user i ∈ V . • Public discussion: Using a public authenticated noiseless channel, the users broadcast some messages in a round-robin fashion interactively for a finite number of rounds. More precisely, at times t = 1, . . . , r for some positive integer r , the user i ∈ V broadcasts to everyone a function of its accumulated observations, denoted as
which includes the previous messages F [i−1] t := (F j t | j < i ) broadcast in the same round and the messages F t −1
broadcast in previous rounds. Note that, unless otherwise stated, we assumed without loss of generality that the discussion in each round is in the ascending order of i ∈ V . We also use
to denote, respectively, the vector of all messages from user i ∈ V and all users. • Key generation: Each user i ∈ V is required to recover a common secret key from his accumulated observations in the sense that
for a random variable K, called the secret key, and some function θ i that recovers the key from the entire observation of user i ∈ V . The secret key K must also be nearly uniformly random and independent of the wiretapper's observations F, i.e.,
where K denotes the finite alphabet set of possible key values.
The secrecy capacity is then defined as
where the supremum is taken over all key rates achievable with any sequence (in n) of choices of other parameters respecting the constraints on private randomization (2.2), interactive public discussion (2.4) as well as recoverability (2.6) and secrecy (2.7) of the secret key. A C S -achieving scheme corresponds to a sequence of choices with achievable key rate equal to the capacity. If the supremum in (2.8) and the constraints (2.6) and (2.7) can be achieved for a finite n, the capacity is said to be achievable non-asymptotically. In [1] , an explicit C S -achieving scheme was derived. This scheme involves a communication for omniscience, i.e., a communication using which every user is able to recover the private source of all other users. To be precise, we call F a communication for omniscience if there exist functions
We denote by R CO the minimum rate of communication for omniscience. It was further shown in [1] that the secret key capacity C S is given by
The authors also showed that
where
The communication complexity is the minimum public discussion rate required to achieve the secrecy capacity, i.e., R S := inf lim sup n→∞ 1 n log |F|, (2.12) where F denotes the finite alphabet set of possible values of F and the infimum is taken over all the discussion rates of C S -achieving schemes. The fact that communication for omniscience is a C S -achieving protocol leads to the upper bound R S ≤ R CO . In fact, the bound is easily computable since the expression for R CO in (2.10) was argued to be solvable in polynomial time 1 with respect to the size of the network [13] , [14] .
The upper bound can be loose, as in the following example. Example 1: Let X 0 , X 1 and J be uniformly random and independent bits. Suppose users 1 and 2 observe the private sources Z 1 := (X 0 , X 1 ) and
respectively, where X J is equal to X 0 if J = 0, and equal to X 1 otherwise. A secret key agreement scheme with block length n = 1 is to have F := F 2 = J and K := X J , i.e., have user 2 reveal J in public so that both users can compute and use X J as the secret key, which can be shown to be independent of F as desired. This is capacity-achieving because the secrecy capacity in the two-user case is the mutual information [1] C S = I (Z 1 ∧ Z 2 ) = 1 and so the communication complexity R S is at most H (J) = 1. Note that omniscience has not been attained because H (Z 1 |Z 2 ) > 0 (and so user 2 cannot recover Z 1−J unless user 1 also communicates). More precisely, from [1] , the minimum rate of communication for omniscience is
In particular, to achieve omniscience, user 1 needs to discuss at rate at least H (Z 1 |Z 2 ) while user 2 needs to discuss at rate at least H (Z 2 |Z 1 ); hence the R CO formula above.
We say that omniscience is optimal for secret key agreement if the bound is tight, i.e., R S = R CO , in which case R S has a single-letter characterization given by R CO . With only two users, the following is a simple condition for omniscience to be optimal.
Proposition 2: For the two-user case, R S = R CO iff R CO = 0, i.e., H (Z 1 |Z 2 ) = H (Z 2 |Z 1 ) = 0 where Z i is the private source observed by user i ∈ {1, 2}.
Proof: The "if" case is trivial and follows from the bound R S ≤ R CO . To prove the "only if" case, note that the capacityachieving scheme of [15] and [16] has a discussion rate of
Our goal is to discover general classes of sources with three or more users where omniscience is or is not optimal, i.e., the sufficient or necessary conditions for the optimality of omniscience. Consider the following example.
Example 3: Suppose user 3 observes the private source
which is the XOR of two uniformly random and independent bits Z 1 and Z 2 observed by users 1 and 2 respectively. In the no-helper case, a secret key agreement scheme is to have each user i ∈ {1, 2, 3} observe n = 2 i.i.d. samples, Z i1 and Z i2 , of its private source, and then choose
It can be shown that K is independent of (F 1 , F 2 , F 3 ) and therefore secure. User 1 can recover the key trivially, while users 2 and 3 can recover it from their observations and the public discussion by computing respectively (2.14) . This is capacity-achieving because the secrecy capacity is upper bounded by [1, eq. (26)] as
which is achieved by the current scheme. Omniscience is also attained because H (K, F) = 4, which is the randomness of the entire source sequence (Z n 1 , Z n 2 , Z n 3 ). Since every user can observe F and recover K, they can also recover the entire source sequence.
Our result will be able to show that R S = R CO for this example. In particular, we are able to specialize/strengthen our results to the hypergraphical source model which is discussed next.
The hypergraphical source [6] , [7] , [17] is a special case of the multiterminal source model. Definition 4 ([6, Definition 2.4]): Z V is a hypergraphical source with respect to a hypergraph (V, E, ξ) with edge function ξ : E → 2 V \{∅} (which maps from an edge label in E to a non-empty subset of V ) iff
(2.15) for some independent (hyper-)edge variables X e for e ∈ E with H (X e ) > 0. The above source model also covers the PIN model in [9] and [10] as a special case:
Definition 5 [10] :
III. MAIN RESULTS
This section presents the main results of this paper. We will begin by introducing the notions of multivariate mutual information and Wyner common information, which will be needed to state our results. Next we shall single-letterize the lower bound R S stated in [5] , using which we will derive a sufficient condition to identify sources where R S = R CO . We will then show that this sufficient condition is also necessary in the case of hypergraphical sources, and also identify nonhypergraphical sources where the condition is not necessary.
A. Preliminaries on MMI, Fundamental Partition and Wyner Common Information
To study the tightness of the R CO upper bound, we will make use of the following (conditional) multivariate mutual information (MMI) measure and its properties studied in [18] : For a finite set U and a random vector (Z U , W ),
where (U ) is the collection of partitions of U into at least two non-empty disjoint parts, and D(·· | ·) is the conditional Kullback-Leibler divergence. We also define the unconditional MMI measures I (Z U ) and I P (Z U ) by dropping the conditioning on W throughout (3.1).
The MMI appeared as an upper bound on the secrecy capacity in [1, eq. (26) ] in the special case without helpers. 2 In [19] , the bound [1, eq. (26) ] was shown to be loose in the more general case with helpers but identified to be tight in the no-helper case and therefore proposed as a measure of mutual information among multiple random variables:
Proposition 6 ([6, Th. 1.1]): For the source Z V , we have
The proof uses the submodularity [20] of the entropy function B → H (Z B |W ) for B ⊆ U (a class of Shannon-type inequalities [21] , [22] ) to show that the linear-programming characterization of C S in [1] is equal to the MMI. A simple proof using the Dilworth truncation was given in [18] . Like Shannon's mutual information, the MMI has various fundamental information-theoretic properties including the data processing inequality [18] .
Denote the set of all optimal partitions to (3.1a) as
The set (U ) is endowed with a partial order, denoted by , with P P having the meaning
In other words, P can be obtained from P by further partitioning some parts of P ; we then say that P is finer than P . We will consider the finest partition in Π * (Z U |W ), the existence of which is guaranteed by the following proposition.
Proposition 7 ([18, Lemma 5.1 and Th. 5.2] ): Π * (Z U |W ) forms a lower semi-lattice with respect to the partial order (3.3) . In particular, there is a unique finest partition in Π * (Z U |W ). The unique finest partition in Π * (Z U |W ) is called the fundamental partition, and is denoted as P * (Z U |W ). Again, the unconditional versions of these definitions, namely, Π * (Z U ) and P * (Z U ), are obtained by dropping the conditioning on W throughout. The fundamental partition has various meaningful interpretations in the problems of vocality [23] , [24] , successive omniscience [25] , data clustering [26] , [27] and feature selection [28] .
The condition for the optimality of omniscience in [5] and [8] 
The result was based on a lower bound on R S in [5] that extends the result of [3] to the multiterminal setting using the multi-letter multivariate Wyner common information:
where the infimum is for a given Z V . Note that P * (Z V ) is used instead of P * (Z n V |L). Furthermore, [5] required L to be a function of Z n V , i.e., H (L|Z n V ) = 0. Proposition 9 ([5, Th. 2]): The communication complexity R NR S with private randomization (2.2) precluded in the problem formulation is lowered bounded as
5)
which holds also with the additional constraint that H (L|Z n V ) = 0. We should mention here that the lower bound to R NR S derived in [5] involved a quantity called the multiterminal interactive common information, which is always an upper bound to C W . We choose to state the lower bound in (3.5) using C W since this is enough to derive a sufficient condition for checking whether R S = R CO .
The use of the lower bound in (3.5) is somewhat limited by the difficulty in evaluating the multi-letter expression C W and the problem formulation that precludes randomization. The derivation of Proposition 9 requires quite a bit of machinery to evaluate C W , and to extend the result to allow randomization. We will improve the bound (in Theorem 13 in Section III-B) with a single-letter expression, for which we need the following definition:
Definition 10: For a finite set U with size |U | > 1 and random vector Z U , the partition Wyner common information
where the minimum is taken over all possible choices of the random variable W (or P W|Z U ). J W (Z i ∧ Z j ) denotes the bivariate case U = {i, j } where i = j , and this definition coincides with the usual Wyner common information introduced by [29] .
If P is the partition into singletons, then J W,P is the extension in [30] of the Wyner common information [29] from the bivariate case J W (Z i ∧ Z j ), to the multivariate case. Following the same argument as in [29] , the expression (3.6) is computable with the following bound on support size:
Proposition 11: For the partition Wyner common information (3.6), it is admissible to impose
7)
and inf can be replaced by min, i.e., the infimum can be achieved by a choice of W satisfying (3.7) in addition. Proof: This follows from the same argument as in [29] and is available in Lemma 35 in Appendix A-A.
Despite the above result, J W,P is not easy to compute even for the bivariate case [29] . Fortunately, it has a non-trivial entropic bound [18] that is easy to compute:
Proposition 12:
9)
which will be called the partition dual total correlation.
, which gives the first inequality in (3.8) . To prove the second inequality, it suffices to show
for all feasible solution W. To do so, notice that the constraint (3.6b) means that Z C for C ∈ P are mutually independent given W, and so
where we have applied the independence of
When P is the partition into singletons, J D,P is Han's dual total correlation [31] , which has been shown to be the best entropic lower bound for J W,P even after incorporating non-Shannon-type inequalities [32] .
B. When is R S = R CO ?
We begin by giving a single-letter lower bound on R S that improves upon the result of Proposition 9 by allowing private randomization.
Theorem 13: For any source Z V ,
where P * denotes P * (Z V ) for convenience, 3 and J W,P * and J D,P * are the partition Wyner common information (3.6) and the partition dual total correlation (3.9).
Proof: See Appendix A-1. It was shown in [18, Th. 6 
, so there is no weakening of the lower bound on R S by allowing randomization. This can be shown by extending the achievability and converse techniques of [29] from two terminals to multiple terminals. In particular, the converse part will be given as part of the proof of the above theorem in the appendix.
Corollary 14:
Proof: This follows from Theorem 13 by virtue of (2.9) and Proposition 6, i.e., substituting J W,P * (
Compared to Proposition 9, (3.10a) is single-letter rather than multi-letter. Furthermore, (3.10b) is a simple linear function of the entropy vector of Z V given P * (Z V ), which is easier to evaluate than (3.10a).
From Corollary 14, we obtain the following sufficient condition for the optimality of omniscience under a general source model:
where P * is the fundamental partition in Proposition 7, namely, the finest optimal partition for the MMI (3.1a). Proof: The condition in (3.11) 
The theorem now follows from Corollary 14.
Condition (3.11) means that, for all C ∈ P * (Z V ), no randomness of Z C is independent of Z V \C . This condition covers all the existing results: of incident nodes. Despite its generality, (3.11) can be checked easily because P * (Z V ) can be computed in strongly polynomial-time. The 3 Indeed, the bounds in (3.10) hold even if P * (Z V ) is replaced by any optimal partition P ∈ Π * (Z V ). However, P * (Z V ) gives the best lower bound because it can be shown that J D,P * (Z V ) is non-increasing with respect to the partial order ≺ defined in (3.3), by the submodularity of entropy.
following is an example for which the optimality of omniscience can be easily derived by (3.11) 
Hence, R S = R CO by Theorem 15. This example is not covered by Proposition 8 because the private source belongs to the more general finite linear source model [33] rather than the PIN model (Definition 5) or the hypergraphical source model (Definition 4).
C. Stronger Results for Hypergraphical Sources
The necessity of the condition in Proposition 8 can be extended to the more general hypergraphical source model in Definition 4:
Theorem 17: For hypergraphical sources with respect to the hypergraph (3.12) which means that there does not exists a hyperedge entirely contained by a part of the fundamental partition, i.e., every hyperedge crosses the fundamental partition.
Proof: See Appendix A-2. J W,P * (Z V ) can be evaluated for hypergraphical sources because its lower bound by (3.8) is tight:
Proposition 18: For hypergraphical sources with respect to the hypergraph (V, E, ξ), we have
is the set of hyperedges that cross P * (Z V ). Furthermore, an optimal solution to (3.6) is W := (X e | e ∈ E * ).
Proof: See Appendix A-3. This means that the lower bound (3.10a) can be easily computed for hypergraphical sources. Interestingly, while the lower bound leads to a complete characterization of the optimality of omniscience for the hypergraphical model, it may be loose even for the PIN model when condition (3.12) is not satisfied, as shown by the example below.
Example 19: Let X a , X b and X c be uniformly random and independent bits. With V = [3] , define
which is a PIN. It can be shown that
The edge a is the only edge that crosses P * (Z V ). Therefore, J W,P * (Z V ) = H (X a ) = 1, and so (3.10a) gives the trivial lower bound R S ≥ 1 − 1 = 0. However, it was proved in [34] that R S = 1 for this example, and so the bound is loose.
D. Limitation of Theorem 15
It turns out that the sufficient condition in Theorem 15 for the optimality of omniscience need not be necessary in general. We demonstrate this using the following example from [35] , resolving the conjecture therein.
Example 20: Let X a , X b , X c and X d be uniformly random and independent bits, and define
It can be shown that
To achieve the capacity, we can choose for n = 1
which also achieves omniscience at the minimum rate.
Note that the sufficient condition (3.11) for the optimality of omniscience does not hold because
The following result will show that omniscience is indeed optimal for this example, and so the sufficient condition is not necessary. Furthermore, since the sufficient condition is derived from the lower bound (3.10) on R S , the bound is also loose for this example.
Proposition 21: For Example 20, R S = R CO . Proof: See Appendix A-4.
IV. EXTENSIONS
In this section, we will briefly discuss extensions of our results to scenarios involving helpers and silent users. We shall begin the discussion by precisely highlighting the role of different types of users in a secret key generation protocol. Next, we shall show that even with helpers and silent users, communication for omniscience still achieves secret key capacity, thereby unifying the results of Csiszár and Narayan [1] and Gohari and Anantharam [2] . We will make a brief mention about how the single-letterization carried out in Theorem 13, and the corresponding sufficient condition for checking the optimality of omniscience in Theorem 15, can be extended to the more general scenario with helpers and silent users. We shall describe in detail the particular scenario involving only trusted helpers and silent users, where new techniques will be used to derive lower bounds on R S , and the corresponding sufficient condition for checking the optimality of omniscience. We will conclude the section by briefly mentioning a class of techniques, which we refer to as the 'change of scenario', to obtain lower and upper bounds on R S for certain instances of the multiterminal source.
A. User Sets and Scenario
In the general secret key agreement problem with helpers and silent users, we still retain the notation V to denote the set of all users. The subset of active users A ⊆ V , with |A| ≥ 2, constitute the set of users who need to agree upon a secret key. The users in V \A are referred to as helpers. The set of helpers are required to communicate in order to help the active users A to generate a secret key, but helpers need not recover the key themselves. Helpers are further subdivided into two categories, trusted helpers T and untrusted helpers D. It is required that the key be kept secure from the users in D, but not necessarily from the users in T . Among the active users A, a subset of users S A are allowed to be silent during the key generation protocol. We do not consider silent helpers due to the following reasons. It is easy to see that silent trusted helpers can be dropped without having any effect on C S or R S . On the other hand, it is difficult to handle the case with silent untrusted helpers where even the secret key capacity is not known. Also, by letting S A, we ensure that there is at least one vocal active user. This is because the secrecy capacity when all active users are silent remains unknown except in the special case with only two trusted users [36] or without helpers. 4 A diagram illustrating the different user sets is provided in Fig. 1 .
The vector (A, S, D, V, Z V ) of user sets and private source is called a scenario. Given a scenario, the vocal users discuss in public until the active users can recover a secret key of their choice that is secured against a wiretapper who can listen to the public discussion and wiretap the private source of the untrusted helpers. To carry out the key generation protocol we allow independent private randomness (as in (2.2)) for users in V \D\S. 5 It can be shown that allowing private randomness for users in S ∪ D does not affect the secret key capacity and the communication complexity, and hence no such randomization is allowed in our formulation. The proof of this fact is a 4 In the case when all users are active and silent, i.e., V = A = S, it is straightforward to show that C S = J GK (Z V ) := max{H (U) | H (U|Z i ) = 0, ∀i ∈ A}, which is the multivariate extension of Gács-Körner common information [37] . We would like to point out here that there is a subtle issue with our preliminary work in [35] , in which it was claimed but not proved that the Gács-Körner common information is equal to the secrecy capacity at zero rate of public discussion. We are not able to extend the converse result [37] from no discussion to sub-linear amount (in n) of discussion. Hence, in [35] , C S > J GK (Z V ) can only be conjectured as a sufficient condition for R S > 0. 5 For sets E, F, G, we will use the notation E\F\G to denote the set difference (E\F)\G.
technical exercise, the details of which can be found in [38, Proposition 3.1] . As in Section II, we shall denote by U i the private randomization at user i ∈ V \D\S, and use the notatioñ
As in the problem without helpers and silent users described in Section II, the vocal users V \S communicate in a roundrobin fashion interactively over a finite number of rounds. We retain the notation F to denote the communication that has taken place. The notations F i , F it , andF it in (2.4)-(2.5c) are also retained with the modification that F V is now replaced by F V \S . After the communication, the active users in A are required to agree upon a secret key K, which needs to be secured from the public discussion F, and the observations of the untrusted helpersZ D . In particular, we shall require
The secret key capacity C S can be defined as in (2.8) as the supremum over all key rates achievable for the given scenario (A, S, D, V, Z V ). Likewise, the communication complexity R S can be defined as in (2.12) . Remark 22: Our problem formulation covers [1] , [2] as special cases:
• Without silent active users, i.e., S ⊆ D, our formulation reduces to that in [1] ; • Without trusted helpers, i.e., A = V \D, but at least one vocal active user A\S = ∅, we obtain the formulation in [2] .
B. Secret Key Capacity and Omniscience
In this section, we shall show that secret key capacity can be achieved using communication for omniscience even in the general setting involving helpers and silent users. We begin by precisely defining an omniscience strategy for secret key agreement.
For S A, the omniscience strategy for secret key agreement requires each vocal user i ∈ V \S to broadcast in public a function
of its source such that each active user can first recover the private sources of the untrusted helpers in the sense that
for some function φ i 's. , and then recover the private sources of all other vocal users, i.e., lim n→∞ Pr ∃i ∈ A,
for some function ψ i 's. Note that the omniscience strategy does not require private randomness. Furthermore, a natural question to ask is whether it is important that Z n D be recovered before the other private sources are. This will be addressed in the subsequent remark and example.
We will further require the omniscience strategy to minimize the total discussion rate, denoted by
the infimum being taken over all functions f i , i ∈ V \S, that satisfy (4.4)-(4.5). The two recoverability constraints in (4.5) will be called the omniscience constraints, to distinguish them from the recoverability constraint (4.2) for the secret key. For the omniscience strategy to be C S -achieving, we will also limit the discussion rates of the untrusted users to satisfy 6
The secret key K is then chosen as a function of Z n V \S at the maximum rate subject to the secrecy constraint (4.3).
Remark 23: Instead of (4.5a), [1] requires the entire source of the untrusted user to be revealed in public in the sense that
i.e., the source of the untrusted users can be recovered not only by the active users but also by anyone who gets to listen to the discussion F D by the untrusted users. As will be shown by the following example, R CO can be strictly larger with this requirement, resulting in a looser upper bound on R S . The example also shows that (4.5a) and (4.5b) should not be combined into the constraint lim n→∞ Pr ∃i ∈ A, Z n V \S = φ i (Z n i , F) = 0 (4.10)
because even an optimal discussion F under this constraint can leak too much information to the wiretapper. Hence, omniscience through (4.10) is no longer C S -achieving. Example 24: Let X a and X b be two uniformly random and independent bits, and
is a PIN with vertex set [3] , edge set E = {a, b} and the edge function
With V = [4] instead, the source Z V is not a PIN but a hypergraphical source with the edge function modified to
Consider the scenario (A, S, D, V ) = ({2, 4}, ∅, {3}, [4] ). It can be shown that C S = 1 and R S = R CO = 0, achieved non-asymptotically with n = 1, K := X a and F deterministic.
Hence, omniscience is optimal in this case. Now, if the recoverability condition (4.9) in [1] were imposed instead of (4.5a), then R CO ≥ H (Z 3 ) = H (X b ) = 1 > 0 = R S , and so the omniscience scheme would not be optimal.
Consider the scenario (A, S, D, V ) = ({1, 2, 4}, ∅, {3}, [4] ) instead. It can be shown that C S = 1 and R S = 0, achieved non-asymptotically with n = 1, K = X a and F deterministic.
However, since the active user 1 does not observe X b directly from its private source,
which is achieved by choosing F := F 3 := X b . It follows that R S = 0 < 1 = R CO , and so omniscience is not optimal. Now, if (4.10) were imposed instead of (4.5), then R CO = 1 as before but it could be achieved with F := F 2 := X a ⊕ X b , from which user 1 can recover X b as F ⊕ Z 1 . However, the wiretapper can also recover Z 1 as F ⊕ Z 3 by wiretapping the source of the untrusted user 3. Since the entire source, i.e., X a and X b , can be recovered by the wiretapper, any secret key K satisfying (4.3) must have zero rate. In other words, the current discussion for omniscience, despite being optimal in achieving R CO , leaks too much information to the wiretapper.
Even in the general setting with helpers and silent users the secret key capacity C S can still be achieved through a communication for omniscience. This is proved in the following result which also characterizes C S and R CO with helpers and silent users.
Theorem 25: With S A, the omniscience strategy is C Sachieving, with
where ρ andρ are defined as the following linear programs: 
The constraints with B j are again redundant and so we can impose j ∈ B. With B = B ∪ S\{ j }, the constraints can be rewritten as
The constraints can only be weaker if some element in S is removed from B , as the r.h.s. cannot increase but the l.h.s. remains unchanged. This yields the expression in the corollary.
As illustrated by Example 24,ρ can be strictly smaller than H (Z D ), i.e., the omniscience strategy is an improved version of that [1] when S = ∅ = D. Consequently, the R CO upper bound (4.15) is also improved.
C. Single-Letter Lower Bounds and Sufficient Conditions
As in the case with no helpers and silent users, a single-letter lower to bound to R S in the general setting with helpers and silent users can be derived by suitably defining a conditional version of Wyner common information. Using that lower bound one can also come up with a sufficient condition to check for the optimality of omniscience. The entire exercise is similar to the one carried out for the case with no helpers and silent users in Section III with some added technicalities. Hence, we have decided to relegate it to a technical report [38, Secs. VI.A-VI.C]. However, we are able to derive a different set of lower bounds on R S for the specific scenario where S A = V . These bounds turn out to be better than the lower bounds derived using the 'conditional' Wyner common information, and this section is devoted to studying them.
Throughout this section, we only consider the scenario S A = V , i.e, all the users are active but some of them may be forced to be silent. We begin by providing an alternate characterization of the secrecy capacity in [2, Th. 6].
Proposition 28:
We now turn our attention to lower bounding R S for the case with S A = V . For this, we introduce some convenient notation, starting with the definition
where α is as defined in Proposition 28. We extend the notation introduced in Theorem 13: for any U ⊆ V , the P * in the subscripts of J W,P * (Z U ), J D,P * (Z U ) and I P * (Z U ) denotes the fundamental partition P * (Z U ).
Applying the lower bound in Theorem 13 with an appropriate choice of U and P ∈ (U ) yields the following result.
Theorem 29:
where S * is as defined in (4.17).
Proof: See Appendix B-2. The lower bounds in Theorem 29 can be weakened by replacing J W,P with the more easily computable J D,P . Using arguments similar to those in Section III, we arrive at the following sufficient condition for R S = R CO to hold.
Theorem 30: R S = R CO in either of the following scenarios:
where S * is as defined in (4.17) .
Proof: See Appendix B-2. The lower bounds in Theorem 29 can be strengthened for the specific case of the hypergraphical source. This in turn strengthens the sufficient conditions for R S = R CO given in Theorem 30. We will show that the strengthened conditions are both necessary and sufficient for R S = R CO to be valid.
The idea is based on the following observation. 
Proof: See Appendix B-2. The results of Theorem 32 can be used to obtain sufficient conditions for R S = R CO to hold, by following the same steps as in the proof of Theorem 30. Fortunately, it turns out that those conditions are also necessary, a fact that can be proved using the idea of decremental secret key agreement highlighted in [11] and [12] . Proof: See Appendix B-2. We remark here that the lower bounds and sufficient conditions derived so far (Theorems 15-17 and Theorems [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] can all be extended to the case with untrusted helpers by further conditioning on Z D in the entropies. For hypergraphical sources, this is equivalent to removing the hyperedges incident on D.
D. Change of Scenario
Change of scenario refers to a broad class of techniques which can be used to derive lower and upper bounds on R S for certain instances of the multiterminal source. Some of these bounds can also be used to derive necessary or sufficient conditions for optimality of omniscience. In fact, the decremental secret key agreement described in Proposition 36 (needed to prove Theorem 17) is a change of scenario technique. Broadly speaking, such techniques look at a pair of scenarios where one scenario is obtainable from the other by modifying the different user sets. For example, one can make a group of silent users into vocal active users, thereby changing the scenario. If such a change does not affect C S , and any secret key capacity achieving scheme for one scenario can be used to obtain a maximum rate secret key for the other scenario as well, then R S of the first scenario can be used as upper bound to R S of the second scenario. Further, if appropriate bounds are known for R S for one of these scenarios, they can be translated to bounds on R S for the other scenario. A multitude of these change of scenario techniques can be devised, and we shall illustrate one such technique here. We have compiled a list of several such techniques in [38, Secs. V.B and VII.B].
To begin with, we shall be denoting the pair of scenarios by (A, S, D, V, Z V ) and (A , S , D , V , Z V ) . Also, the secret key capacity, minimum rate of communication for omniscience, and the communication of the two scenarios are denoted respectively by (C S , R CO , R S ) and (C S , R CO , R S ). We now describe a change of scenario technique which can be used to obtain an upper bound to R S . Using the upper bound we shall also derive a necessary condition for the optimality of omniscience. Consider the situation when a proper subset of vocal active users are converted to silent active users, while all trusted helpers are removed. Therefore, we have A = A, T = V \A \D = ∅, D = D, and S ⊇ S. The change is depicted in Fig. 2 . In addition suppose that this change preserves secret key capacity, i.e., C S = C S . We claim that
Further, it follows that R S = R CO only if
It is simple to argue that any R S ≤ R S as any capacity achieving scheme for the modified scenario is a capacity achieving scheme for the original scenario. To complete the proof of (4.21), we need to show R CO ≤ R CO , since R S ≤ R CO using (4.15). Suppose (ρ,ρ) becomes (ρ ,ρ ) in the new scenario. Note that,ρ =ρ if the sets (A, D) remain unchanged. We also have (4.11), that
by noting that A\S = (V \D)\S . Here,
Hence, by (4.15), R CO =ρ +ρ =ρ +ρ −β ≤ρ +ρ = R CO , which completes the proof of (4.21).
We present below a specific example where this particular change of scenario technique can be used to prove that R S < R CO .
Example 34: Consider Example 1 with A = V = {1, 2}, D = S = ∅, Z 1 = (X 0 , X 1 ) and Z 2 = (X J , J). If we choose S = {1} and everything else the same, then condition (4.22) fails because H (Z 2 ) = 2 < 3 = H (Z {1,2} ). Hence, by (4.22), we have R S < R CO as expected.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we have identified sufficient conditions for which R S = R CO holds in the multiterminal source model, possibly with helpers and silent users. The sufficient conition to check whether R S = R CO also turns out to be necessary for the special case of the hypergraphical source. However, we show using an example that the necessity of the conditions does not extend beyond the hypergraphical sources. The derivation of these conditions rely on the single-letterization of a lower bound on R S derived in [5] . Our results also allow private randomization at each user. We have described in detail the process of single-letterization for the case without helpers and silent users, and made a brief mention of the extension to the setting with helpers and silent users. A more detailed treatment has been compiled in the technical report [38] . In order to study the case with helpers and silent users, we derived an expression for the minimum rate of communication for omniscience in that setting, thereby unifying the results of [1] and [2] . We also developed a class of techniques called the change of scenario to obtain lower and upper bounds on R S , and to possibly translate them to conditions for checking whether R S = R CO .
We would like to remark that obtaining an exact condition to identify sources satisfying R S = R CO is still open for the general multiterminal source. We believe that an exact characterization is possible by suitably strengthening the lower and upper bounds on R S . The bigger problem of characterizing R S itself remains open. It is also not known whether R S remains unchanged if private randomization is allowed at each user. There are recent works [34] , [39] exploring other techniques and problem formulations. As pointed out in [34] , the lower bound in (3.10a) on R S can be loose even for a simple PIN involving three users. Instead of using the Wyner common information, the techniques in [34] can sometimes give better bounds. For the PIN model, in particular, we have a complete characterization of R S as well as the entire tradeoff between the achievable secret key rate and total discussion rate. However, the bound can be worse for hypergraphical sources, and it remains unclear whether these different techniques can be unified seemlessly with the techniques in the current work.
APPENDIX A PROOFS FOR SECTION III

Proof of Theorem 13
It is enough to prove (3.10a), since (3.10b) then follows from (3.8). Let U V be the optimal sequence of randomization that achieves R S , and let R NR S (Z V ) be the communication complexity when the source Z V is changed toZ V instead (see (2. 3) for the definition ofZ V ). Then,
• To explain (a), note that the secrecy capacity of the sourcẽ Z V is nC S , since randomization does not change the secrecy capacity [1] . Any optimal scheme that achieves R S for the original source can therefore be translated directly to a scheme that achieves n R S for the new sourcẽ Z V without randomization. • (b) is by Proposition 9 with Z V replaced byZ V , and C W (Z V ) denoting the corresponding multi-letter multivariate Wyner common information (3.4) .
which will be argued in more detail later using the converse technique in [29] for the Wyner common information. Although not needed for the current result, the reverse inequality of (A.1) can also be argued by extending the achievability result in [29] from two terminals to multiple terminals. Hence, the single-letterization does not weaken the bound (3.5) on R NR S . The converse is also stronger as it allows for private randomization. • To explain (d), note that for all B ⊆ V ,
which gives
for all P ∈ (V ). Since I P (U V ) = 0 by the fact that the U i 's are mutually independent (2.2), the above equation
To explain (A.1), consider the optimal sequence in n of L to C W (Z V ). By standard arguments,
where the second inequality follows from the usual data processing inequality since Z n V is determined byZ V , and so, we have the Markov chain L −Z n V − Z nn V . Let J be the usual time-sharing random variable uniformly distributed over [nn ] and independent of everything else, namely (Z n V , L), and define
Then, the above inequality gives
On the other hand, we can also bound I P * in the constraint (3.4b) of C W as follows:
where, as in the statement of the theorem, P * denotes P * (Z V ) for convenience. In the above inequality, we have applied P * (Z V ) = P * (Z V ) and the data processing inequality [18, eq. (5.20b)] since Z n i is determined byZ i . Expanding ① and ② by the chain rule,
Altogether, we have
Now, for δ ≥ 0, define
where the supremum is over all possible choices of the conditional distribution P W|Z V . The expression depends implicitly on the distribution P Z V . It follows that
since Z V J has the same distribution as Z V and so the conditional distribution P W J |Z V J is a feasible solution to (A.4) with δ chosen appropriately from the bound (A.3) on I P * (Z V J |W J ). Together with (A.2), we have
where the last equality is because H (Z V J ) = H (Z V ) and 1 n I P * (Z V ) (Z n V |L) goes to 0 as n goes to ∞ by the constraint (3.4b) for C W (Z V ). It can be shown that (δ) is continuous in δ using the same argument as in [29] . For completeness, this is proved for the more general case in Lemma 35 which follows. Hence,
by the definition (3.6) of J W,P . Lemma 35: It is admissible to impose in (A.4) that
and so sup in (A.4) can be replaced by max and (δ) is continous in δ. 8 Proof: Pick any z U ∈ Z U , and define S as the set of all possible vectors of values for
There is a one-to-one mapping between the choice of P Z U |W=w and the choice of v(w) ∈ S, noting that
Thus, a feasible solution to (A.4) corresponds to a choice of a set W , a distribution P W over W , and a vector v(w) for every w ∈ W, such that
By the Fenchel-Eggleston-Carathéodory theorem [40] , it is admissible to choose |W | equal to the length of v(w) plus 1, i.e., |Z U | + 1 as desired in (A.5) for δ ≥ 0. If δ = 0, i.e., one requires I P (Z U |W) = 0, then I λ (Z U |W = w) = 0 for all w ∈ W since I P is non-negative by (3.1b) . In other words, the constraint is on individual choice of P Z U |W=w and so we can redefine S without having I P (Z U |W = w) as a component of v(w), i.e., which gives the smaller bound in (A.5).
Suppose there is a sequence in k of choices of (P W k , P Z U |W k ) that attains (δ) in the limit as k → ∞ while satisfying the constraint in (A.4), i.e.,
By imposing (A.5) such that W is finite with size independent of k, the feasible choices of (P W k , P Z U |W k ) form a compact set. Hence, there exists a subsequence {k j } ∞ j =1 such that
By the continuity of entropy [4] , we also have
Note that the r.h.s. of (A.9a) is upper bounded by δ since each term in the limit is. Furthermore, the r.h.s. of (A.9b) attains (δ) by assumption. Hence, the supremum in (A.4) is achieved by the above choice of W, i.e., the sup in (A.4) can be replaced by max. Consider proving the continuity of (δ). Consider any sequence {δ k } ∞ k=1 such that δ k > δ and δ k ↓ δ as k ↑ ∞. Since (δ) is non-decreasing in δ, we have
(A.10)
Let (P W k , P Z U |W k ) be the optimal solution for (δ k ). Then, as argued previously, (P W , P Z U |W ) exists satisfying (A.8) and (A.9) for some subsequent {k j } ∞ j =1 . Furthermore, the r.h.s. of (A.9a) is equal to lim k→∞ δ k = δ, and so W is a feasible solution to (A.4). The l.h.s. of (A.9b) is therefore upper bounded by (δ) and so
which is satisfied with equality by (A.10), implying that (δ) is continuous in δ.
Proof of Theorem 17
To prove Theorem 17, we use the idea of decremental secret key agreement [11] , [12] .
Proposition 36 ([11, Th. 4.2] , [12, Th. 5.8] ): If Z V can be rewritten for some non-empty set T ⊆ C ∈ P * (Z V ) as
where H (X) = H (X|Ẑ V ) > 0, then, we have
for some function Z i = ϑ i (Z i ) for i ∈ V . Let us explain the result stated in Proposition 36 using the following example.
Example 37: Let |V | = 4 and consider the source Z V defined as follows.
Here X a , X b , X c , X d , X e are i.i.d. uniform bits. Note that the source Z V satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 36. In particular we can choose T = {1, 2}, X = X b ,Ẑ 1 = (X a , X c ),
. It is not difficult to show that I (Z V ) = 1.5. Now consider the random variable X b obtained by processing X b independent of all the other random variables, such that H (X b ) = 0.5. Then we can define the processed source Z V as follows. We let
Also, it is easy to see that the processed source Z V satisfies I (Z V ) = 1.5. To prove Theorem 17 we use the following argument. Roughly speaking, when (3.11) fails for hypergraphical sources, using Proposition 36 we can identify and reduce excess randomness in the source without changing C S , and so omniscience is not optimal in achieving R S .
The "if" case of Theorem 17 follows from Theorem 15 directly. To prove the "only if" part, suppose to the contrary that
For hypergraphical model, this means that
i.e., ξ(e ) ⊆ C. Thus, (A.11) holds with X := X e , T := ξ(e ) ⊆ C andẐ i := (X e | e ∈ E \ e , i ∈ ξ(e)).
By Proposition 36, we have (A.12). With R S and R CO denoting the communication complexity and the smallest rate of CO for the source Z V , we have
where (a) is due to the fact that processing Z i 's individually cannot reduce the communication complexity R S ; and (b) is by (A.12). This completes the proof of Theorem 17.
Proof of Proposition 18
First, observe that with W = (X e | e ∈ E * ), using the assumption that the random variables X e 's are mutually independent, we have Hence, I P * (Z V |W) = 0, and so W is a feasible solution to J W,P * (Z V ). Thus, J W,P * (Z V ) ≤ H (X E * ). By (3.8), On the other hand, we also have, by (3.8) ,
Proof of Proposition 21
To prove the desired result, we will make use of the following independence relation satisfied by the private source:
(A.13)
The desired conclusion will be proved by showing the stronger result that lim sup
which implies R S ≥ 3C S = 3 = R CO as desired.
To prove the above, define
By definition of (A.15), we have
for some δ n → 0 as n → ∞. Here, the inequality follows from the recoverability (2.6) and secrecy (2.7) requirement, for instance,
(A. 16) To achieve this, we will bound a t , b t and c t one by one.
We first bound a t as follows:
where (a) is due to the fact that
(b) and (c) are due to the chain rule expansion, (d) is due to the fact that
by (2.4), (e) is due to the fact that
We then bound b t as follows:
(b) is due to the chain rule expansion, (c) is due to the fact that 
(f) follows from the fact that conditioning cannot increase entropy, (g) is because
by (2.4). Following similar steps as above, c t is also upper bounded by
By the usual source coding results [4] , there exists (F, G D ) at rate (r * V \S , δ D ) such that lim n→∞ Pr(Z n D = φ(F D , G D )) = 0 in addition to satisfying the omniscience constraints (4.5).
(Note that G D is not a part of the public discussion. It is only used for the purpose of the proof, i.e., to show the additional savings in public discussion compared to (4.9 
This achieves the r.h.s. of (4.11) as desired.
Proofs for Section IV-C
Proof (Proposition 28): Applying Theorem 25 to the current case S A = V , (4.11) becomes
where we have used a similar argument as in the proof of Corollary 26 to derive (B.5a). Note also that the set of constraints are equivalent to the those in Corollary 27 but stated in a convenient form for the current proof. We proceed to prove (4.16a) and hence assume |V \ S| = 1. Observe that this condition renders (B.5a) obsolete and hence using (B.4)
To complete the proof of Proposition 28 we consider the case when |V \ S| > 1. Again, we shall prove this in a case by case basis. First, consider the case when (B.5b) are redundant, and hence R CO ≥ max i∈S H (Z V \S |Z i ). Also, observe that since R CO = min
where r V \S is constrained by the first set of constraints in (B.5a), we have H (Z V \S ) − R CO = I (Z V \S ) using Proposition 6. Therefore, using (B.4), we have C S = I (Z V \S ). Also, from the fact that R CO ≥ max i∈S H (Z V \S |Z i ), we have C S = H (Z V \S ) − R CO ≤ α, and hence (4.16b) is satisfied. We finish the proof by looking at the remaining case, i.e., when there exists some i ∈ S such that (B.5b) is not redundant. An immediate consequence of this is R CO = H (Z V \S |Z i ) and hence using (B.4) we have
constrained by (B.5a), we see that R CO ≥ R CO . Therefore, using Proposition 6, we have
Proof (Theorem 29): We first consider the case when the conditions for (4.18a) hold. The proof is carried out by exactly following the same steps as in the proof of Theorem 13 with the choice P = P * (Z V \S ). This is possible as in this case C S = I (Z V \S ) by (4.16b). Similarly, we prove the result for the case when the conditions for (4.18b) hold, by using C S = I (Z V \S ∧ Z i ), for some i ∈ S * , which follows from (4.16a).
For the remaining case when |V \S| > 1 and α = I (Z V \S ), we observe using (4.16b) that every i ∈ S * satisfies
( We first observe that the conditions in (i) imply that J D,P * (Z V \S ) = H (Z V \S ). Hence, via (4.18a) and the inequality J W,P * (Z V \S ) ≥ J D,P * (Z V \S ), we have R S ≥ H (Z V \S ) − I (Z V \S ) = R CO .
Next we consider the case when the conditions in (ii) hold. Therefore, there exists i ∈ S * satisfying J D,{V \S,{i}} (Z V \S , Z i ) = H (Z V \S .Z i ) − H (Z i |Z V \S ) = H (Z V \S ). Using (B.4) and Proposition 28, the bound in (4.18b) evaluates to R S ≥ R CO .
To complete the proof, we look at the scenario described in (iii). Observe that there exists i ∈ S * , such that J D,P * (Z V \S )∪{i} (Z ( 
Hence, the lower bound to R S in (4.18c) evaluates to R CO by (4.16b) and (B.4). Therefore, we have R S = R CO as required.
Proof (Proposition 31): Choose any vocal active user j ∈ A ∩ (V \S). It is admissible to choose the secret key K = θ j (Z j , F) for some function θ j . Assume there is a hyperedge e such that ξ(e ) ⊆ S. Then, the sequence of random variables X n e associated with the hyperedge e is independent of (K, F, (X n e | e ∈ E\{e }), U V \S ). This is because X e is not observed by any vocal user, including j , who generate K, F entirely from ((X n e | e ∈ E\{e }), U V \S ). Similarly, it can be argued that X n e does not play any part in recovering Z n V \S , as it is independent of X n e . Therefore, removing the hyperedge e does not affect C S , R S and R CO .
Proof (Theorem 32): Proposition 31 ensures it is enough to prove the results for hypergraphs satisfying (4.19) . Observe that (4.20a) follows directly from (4.18a). We only need to verify the other two scenarios.
We begin by arguing the following claim, that I (Z j ∧ Z (V \S)∪S ) = α, for all j ∈ S * , and all S ⊆ S * \ { j }. First, assume to the contrary that we have a strict inequality (>) instead of an equality for some i ∈ S * and some S ⊆ S * \ {i }. Then, there exists a hyperedge e ∈ E that contributes to I (Z j ∧ Z (V \S)∪S ) = H (X E ), but not to I (Z i ∧ Z V \S ) = H (X E ), i.e., e ∈ E \E and E ⊇ E . It immediately implies that j ∈ ξ(e ) and ξ(e ) ⊆ S, which violates (4.19) . Hence, we must have I (Z j ∧ Z (V \S)∪S ) = α, for all j ∈ S * and all S ⊆ S * \ { j }.
Using the above claim, we proceed to prove (4.20c). Consider any j ∈ S * , and observe that α = I (Z V \S ∧ Z j ) = I P * (Z V \S ), using the hypothesis of (4.20c). Now, using [18, Corollary 5.3] , there exists θ ∈ (0, 1) such that
We can continue with this process inductively to show that I P * (Z V \S )∪{{i}|i∈S * } (Z (V \S)∪S * ) = α = C S . Using this, one can proceed along similar steps as in the proof of Theorem 13 to obtain (4.20c).
The proof of (4.20b) follows using a similar inductive argument and we omit the details.
Proof (Theorem 33): To begin with, we restrict our attention to hypergraphs satisfying (4.19) . This is because of Proposition 31 and the fact that none of the entropy terms in (i)-(iii) are affected by the removal of some hyperedge e satisfying ξ(e) ⊆ S.
We omit the proof of the fact that R S = R CO if the required condition from (i)-(iii) hold, by noting that the proof follows from Theorem 32 by the same steps as in the proof of Theorem 30. We focus on proving the fact that R S = R CO implies that the required condition from (i)-(iii) hold. We proceed according to a case by case basis.
Case I: |V \S| > 1 and I (Z V \S ) < α. We assume that (i) does not hold. We will show that R S < R CO . Then, there exists e ∈ E such that ξ(e )\S ⊆ C, for some C ∈ P * (V \S). We use the idea of decremental secret key agreement as in [11] and [12] to reduce H (X e ) by an amount ∈ (0, α− I (Z V \S )). Whereas, this operation does not affect I (Z V \S ), we note that α changes by at most , thereby keeping C S unaffected. However, H (Z V \S ) does decrease by , and the fact that C S remains unchanged implies that R CO reduces by using (B.4). Thus, we must have R S being strictly less than the R CO before the reduction by .
Case II: |V \S| = 1 or, when |V \S| > 1 and I (Z V \S ) > α.
Here, we drop the case when |V \S| = 1 as the condition holds by default.
Again, assume (ii) does not hold. Then, there exists a hyperedge e ∈ E such that ξ(e ) ⊆ (V \S * ). We can reduce the entropy of X e by some > 0 small enough without affecting the secrecy capacity using decremental secret key agreement of [11] and [12] . If |V \S| = 1, we can choose any ∈ (0, min i∈S/S * I (Z V \S ∧Z i )−α) as the reduction in entropy will not affect the set S * of optimal solutions and therefore α. In the other case |V \S| > 1 and I (Z V \S ) > α, we impose an additional constraint that < I (Z V \S ) − α. Then, α remains unaffected after the reduction in entropy, whereas I (Z V \S ) decreases by at most . Thus, C S remains unchanged. Moreover, the fact that (4.19) holds implies H (Z V \S ) reduces by , and so does R CO using (B.4). Therefore, we must have R S < R CO before reduction.
Case III: |V \S| > 1 and I (Z V \S ) = α Assume (iii) is invalid and hence, there exists e ∈ E such that ξ(e ) ⊆ C for some C ∈ P * (Z V \S ). We reduce the entropy of X e by some amount of > 0. While α remains unaffected by the operation, the decremental secret key agreement detailed in [11] and [12] ensures that choosing sufficiently small not affect I (Z V \S ) either. Thus, C S is unaffected. However, clearly H (Z V \S ) reduces by and so does R CO . Hence, R S < R CO before reduction as required.
